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plan identifying areas where there is
potential for the industry’s growth, as
well as opportunities for agriculture to
help drive the economic recovery. Our
strategy ties in with the national plan
designed and driven by the National
Farmers’ Federation (NFF), which is
underpinned by the aspiration for
agriculture to become a $100 billion
industry by 2030. In line with this, we
have set a goal for NSW agriculture to
reach $30 billion by the same date.
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Feature – Growing our food and fibre future
For too long, the growth of agriculture has
been inhibited by short-sighted planning,
inadequate investment, and inequitable market
conditions. With improved seasonal forecasts
and a greater emphasis on local production
and manufacturing amidst COVID-19, now is
the time to address some of the barriers to
agriculture’s growth.

In echoing the national response, our plan, titled
‘Growing our Food and Fibre Future’, provides
a blueprint for the state’s success. Our plan
reinforces the importance of stronger supply
chains and infrastructure. It envisages greater
productivity on-farm, and a legislated Right
to Farm to allow farmers to better plan and
prepare for the future. We want fairer and more
competitive supply chains that deliver farmers
greater value for our premium locally-produced
products. Further given demand for these
products overseas, we need to continually
harness and diversify market opportunities.
Local value-adding also requires investment,
both to shore up domestic supply and to provide
jobs in regional areas. Finally, we need water and
environmental legislative reform to secure the
longevity of all commodities and our regional
communities.
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Agriculture has faced numerous challenges over
2020. Drought, bushfires, flood, COVID-19 and
trade disruptions have all tested the industry’s
resilience and agility. But, recent rainfall and a La
Niña event have restored some confidence. The
latest seasonal update shows that 74.4% of NSW
is not in drought, while 15% is drought recovering
and 2.2% remains in drought.1 This is in stark
contrast to January this year, when 100% of the
state was in drought or was drought affected.2

Rebuilding from one of the severest droughts
in recorded history will coincide with a recovery
from the COVID-19 induced recession. The
importance of regional areas in powering our
recovery has not gone unnoticed. At the second
annual Bush Summit held in August this year,
state and federal leaders considered how
regional areas could help drive a national revival.
Jobs, local manufacturing and environmental
reform were all high on the agenda. Two months
later, the Federal Government handed down a
Budget which stands to benefit agriculture and
regional areas, recognising the critical role they
will play in the months and years ahead.
1
2

NSW Department of Primary Industries (2020), NSW
State Seasonal Update – October.
NSW Department of Primary Industries (2020), NSW
State Seasonal Update – January 2020.
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on population demographics, The Big Movers,
showed that between 2011 and 2016, Sydney
and Melbourne lost more people to regional
areas than they gained. Regional NSW drew
the most people from capitals, with a total of
159,328 moving between 2011 and 2016.3

Infrastructure, supply
chains and value adding

Infrastructure projects will be critical in an
economic response to COVID-19. Upgrades
to road, rail and ports will aid the movement
of premium produce, as well as create jobs in
regional and urban areas. Despite one of the
state’s key growing regions, the Central West,
being located less than 300 km from Sydney,
where major consumer populations and export
hubs lie, the travel duration typically exceeds
four hours. We urge the fast-tracking of the
duplication of the Great Western Highway – a
project that the NSW Coalition committed to
in 2019.

The movement of millennials is also significant.
The Big Movers report revealed that more
millennials moved from Sydney to the regions
between 2011 and 2016 than the other way
around (see article p.12 of this edition).

Efficiencies in rail and ports will also be critical in
building infrastructure capacity. While the NSW
Government has committed to improving rail
corridors from Western Sydney to Port Botany,
we are yet to see details of improved links to
inland NSW.

The impacts of COVID-19 have brought to light
the fragility of supply chains. We have learned
that ‘big and consolidated’ is not always the most
sustainable or cost-effective method for value
adding. The focus on local manufacturing in the
2020–2021 Federal Budget reflects this fact, as
well as recognition of the job opportunities it will
provide in regional communities.
Greater investment is needed in programs to
upskill farmers who wish to add value to their
products, for example through individual farm
brands and investment in provenance validation
technology. In a time of rapidly changing food
trends and preferences, farmers also have the
opportunity to diversify their production to
meet consumer demand. Growing demand for
alternative protein is another key example.

Building stronger and
vibrant regions

With COVID-19 related restrictions forcing
a change in urban norms, it has become
possible to work city jobs remotely in regional
areas. Anecdotally, the appeal of the regions
has increased over recent months, but an
upward trend in movement to these areas was
confirmed prior to the onset of COVID-19. The
Regional Australia Institute’s centrepiece report

These figures show promising trends. However,
we also need to understand why people are
moving to regional areas, whether they are
staying, and, if so, for what reasons. We need
a policy strategy prioritising the sustainable
development of regional areas, primarily through
fostering equal educational, career, health, and
digital connectivity standards to those in our
cities.

We need a long-term
Jobs will be critical
strategy to sustainably
as we emerge from
build an agricultural
this crisis. In regional
workforce robust to
NSW, opportunities
external shocks.
lie in fast-tracking
the development of
renewable energy strategies, such as biogas
generation, methane capture, farm scale solar
and also a longer term eye on the potential
of hydrogen. High-end manufacturing and
value-adding opportunities in supply chains will
also foster job creation.
Workforce issues in the agriculture industry
also need to be addressed. The closure of
international borders amid COVID-19 has
exposed the industry’s over-reliance on
overseas workers, especially working holiday
makers and seasonal workers. With labour
shortfalls predicted for imminent harvests, we
need a long-term strategy to sustainably build
an agricultural workforce robust to external
shocks. The industry has long advocated for
the installation of an Agricultural Visa, which is
designed to alleviate the varying challenges to
securing a sufficient and steadfast workforce.
In an increasingly digitised world, strong
online connectivity is a must for farming
3

Bourne, K, Houghton, K, How, G, Achurch, H & Beaton,
R (2020), The Big Movers: Understanding Population
Mobility in Regional Australia, Regional Australia
Institute, Canberra.
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businesses and regional
pathways. The pandemic has
We cannot afford to
areas. In responding to
also reinforced the importance
become complacent
a growing reliance on
of acting early when it comes
around biosecurity.
technology over recent
to pests and disease. While an
months, telecommunications
age-old message for farmers,
companies have expanded and improved their
the need to stymie biosecurity threats before
services to a point that aligns more closely with
they arise has now become common knowledge.
the needs of rural and regional users. Such
There is a pressing need to diversify trade
services need to be made permanent, so that
opportunities, so we can build markets for
regional NSW is not digitally isolated and growth
our premium products. Over recent years,
opportunities unrealised.
Australia’s export focus has been on Asia and
in particular China. Recent tariff changes, which
International opportunities
primarily affect our barley industry, have been
a reminder to expand global opportunities. We
and premium products
must capitalise on our new trade agreement
Australian agriculture has a competitive
with Indonesia, continue to monitor negotiations
advantage when it comes to trade. Australia
for free trade agreements with both the United
4
exports around 70% of its agricultural output.
Kingdom and the European Union, closely
Over 2018–19, NSW exported $1.8 billion worth
investigate opportunities in the Pacific Rim
of beef,5 while our wool, wheat and horticulture
countries, and push for new and expanded
exports were also strong. Overseas demand for
access into India.
Australian food is only expected to rise, with the
The pandemic has also highlighted the
global market for Australian protein estimated to
importance of local food supply. In fact, it
grow by $19.9 billion by 2030.6
has resulted in higher appreciation levels of
The success of our export commodities is
the vital work farmers do, with 86% glad to
multifaceted. Our reputation for producing
live in a country with local food production.7
clean and safe foods, which has been achieved
Nevertheless, we must continue to ensure
through world-class traceability systems and an
our supply chains are able to be responsive to
ability to remain relatively disease-free, has been
shifting local and global demands.
pivotal. However, we cannot afford to become
For some industries, demand for Australian
complacent around biosecurity. It is imperative
produce is growing overseas yet plateauing
that state and federal governments continue
or decreasing at home. Dairy is a notable
to increase their investment in biosecurity.
example of this. Market failures have meant
This is especially important with African swine
dairy is undervalued in the eyes of Australian
fever sitting at our doorstep, and fall armyworm
consumers, but opportunities for this
already making its way into domestic wheat
commodity continue to arise overseas. In order
crops.
to meet demand, we must first ensure our
While international travel has diminished over
production of these items is sustainable.
the COVID-19 pandemic, a notable increase
Effective competition policy is one of the main
in parcel movements means authorities
ways we will secure a future for some of our
must adapt to dealing with new transmission
main commodities. NSW Farmers has been
pushing for change in this space. In Australia,
4 Jackson, T, Zammit, K & Hatfield-Dodds (2020),
Snapshot of Australian Agriculture 2020, Australian
the monopsony-like (buying) power of major
Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and
retailers and processors has distorted market
Sciences, Canberra. CC BY 4.0. https://doi.org/
conditions for some industries, resulting in
10.25814/5e3a4ad8f80e7
farmers receiving unsustainably low returns for
5 NSW Department of Primary Industries (November
2019), NSW Primary Industries Performance Data &
their raw product. While most applicable to the
Insights 2019.
dairy industry, the poultry meat and horticulture
6

Admassu, S, Fox, T, Heath, R & McRobert, K (Australian
Farm Institute) (February 2020), The changing
landscape of protein production: Opportunities and
challenges for Australian agriculture, AgriFutures
Australia, Wagga Wagga.
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Donnelly, D, Wu, E & Folliott, C (May 2020), Food
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industries face similar
challenges.

Reforms to the
National Competition
Policy framework are
required to ensure fair,
competitive and secure food supply chains that
will benefit farmers and small businesses. It will
also benefit consumers both here and abroad (in
the case of dairy and horticulture – poultry meat
is exclusively domestic), through securing their
long-term access to our premium products.
Another threat to farmers’ productivity is poorly
planned environmental laws and regulations.
Inflexible and restrictive legislation and
policies are detrimental to both productivity
and environmental outcomes on private
land, a point ably demonstrated by state and
federal governments over the past 20 years.
The recently installed Koala SEPP is overly
restrictive on farmers, forcing them to jump
over bureaucratic hurdles in order to manage
land where there has been no koala sighting in
years. We support a system which prioritises

There are many challenges ahead, but NSW
Farmers will continue to work hard for our
farming members to ensure policies are put in
place to enable NSW agriculture to realise its full
potential as we strive to be a $30 billion industry
by 2030.
Annabel Johnson is Head of Policy and
Advocacy at NSW Farmers. She grew up on a
farm near Young, NSW, and has held various
positions in the agricultural industry working in
strategic policy development and advocacy. She
is passionate about agriculture and developing
strategies that grow regional communities.
Annabel holds an Arts and Law degree from the
Australian National University.
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Inflexible and restrictive legislation
and policies are detrimental to both
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outcomes on private land.
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ONLINE CONFERENCE
7 to 11 December 2020 – Part 2

Partnership between the Australian Farm Institute and the Sydney Institute of Agriculture

What might conservation agriculture look like in 2030? Understanding the risks embedded in current systems
and anticipating potentially disruptive impacts are vital to ensuring that conservation agriculture can continue
to deliver new transformative outcomes for Australian farmers.
The Online Conference will run for 2 hours each day at different times:

Mon: 10 am – 12 pm / Tues: 2–4 pm / Wed: 11 am – 1 pm / Thurs: 2–4 pm / Fri: 3–5 pm

All sessions will also be available on-demand via recordings to conference registrants.
Register at farminstitute.org.au
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New thinking about agriculture

Adapting,

The AFI has been accelerating positive change by leading the farm policy discussion and promoting policy solutions
that maximise the economic and social wellbeing of Australian farmers since 2004.

As the policy landscape
changes – this year more than ever – we are improving the ways we relate to our members and
Australian
asking for more engaged support to help us ensure a viable future for the Australian agricultural community.

Farm Institute

These changes include:

•
•

Making individual membership more accessible with tailored options and digital-only packages
Streamlining corporate membership options and clarifying benefits

New
thinking
about
agriculture
• Building
a new
website
to improve access to AFI’s unparalleled store of content on Australian farm policy issues,
both topical and historical

We’ve also changed our address from the Surry Hills office to new digs at:
Room 316, 1 Central Avenue, Australian Technology Park, Eveleigh NSW 2015
Ph: 0427 458 034

We’re confident these changes will further improve AFI’s ability to engage with supporters and continue providing the
evidence base for policies which maximise the opportunity for Australian farmers and the agricultural sector to operate
profitably and sustainably.

New website

Our online address remains the same at
farminstitute.org.au but you’ll find a whole
world of searchable content and an improved
user experience at our new digital home.

Visit the AFI Forum and home page to see a
snapshot of what we’re up to, or deep-dive into
topic lists, current and past events, publications
editions or our membership packages.

evolving

Farm Institute Insights
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Reorienting animal agriculture
in Australia
Andrew Spencer

New membership options

For more than 15 years the AFI has delivered unique observations and analysis
on the topics shaping Australian agriculture via Farm Institute Insights, featuring
articles from industry experts and policy leaders.

Starting from the February 2021 issue, Insights will be available by subscription
only (as a digital-first publication). Print subscriptions to Insights are also
available through our online shop, where you can also access other AFI products,
subscription bundles or membership packages.

Subscribers and AFI members who now receive print editions of the Farm Policy
Journal will be contacted regarding options to retain this package at current levels
or move to a more affordable and environmentally friendly digital-only service.

If you’ve previously received Insights but have not been a financial supporter of the
Institute, please consider becoming part of the AFI community to help us to keep
producing quality analysis into the policy issues impacting Australian farmers.
Become a Friend of the AFI for just $33/year to receive digital access to Farm
Institute Insights (4 issues p/a) and regular updates on new AFI publications and
upcoming events.

Full subscription packages (for both Insights and the Farm Policy Journal ) start at
just $140 p/a, and you can become a Supporter (individual member) for as little as
$220 p/a.

Corporate membership also helps AFI carry out important research into farm policy
issues and offers our partners access to a unique source of trusted expertise.
Visit our new website at farminstitute.org.au for more information on how we’re
making it easier to support the Institute with our new tiered membership structure,
and please email Kylie Smith at smithk@farminstitute.org.au with any queries
about AFI membership options.

Farm Policy
Journal
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Research Fellows

Australia is great at animal agriculture.
Between our past history of ‘riding on
the sheep’s back’ and being amongst
the greatest beef exporters in the
world, we know how to do it well.

In the pipeline
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It’s noteworthy that we know how
to do it well despite our challenging
circumstances; particularly our
relatively poor soils, tyrannical
distances and difficult climate.
However, tomorrow is going to be
different and our successful history
won’t ensure a successful future.

Leveraging
Australian
agriculture’s
competitive edge

The global population continues to
rise and continues to generate greater
demand for animal agriculture through
a rapidly expanding middle class in
many parts of the world. The climate
seems inevitably to be shifting as well,
making our agricultural lives more
difficult.
So how does Australian livestock
farming look in the future and how is
it different to what we have done in
the past? What are the forces that
we need to take into consideration
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Katherine Teh on future challenges
for animal agriculture
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Jared Greenville, Andrew Duver
and Mikayla Bruce
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of premium markets in agriculture
Mick Keogh
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Professor Ross Kingwell
Past success and future opportunities
for Australian agricultural research,
development and innovation in
a globalised world
Anna Okello, Todd Sanderson,
Daniel Walker and Andrew Campbell
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Evidence matters:
15 years of farm policy

Discoveries

Richard Heath
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Executive Director, Australian Farm Institute

Manu Saunders, Stuart Whitten,
Francisco Ascui & Richard Eckard
answer questions from
the Roundtable

Farm Policy
Journal
Discussion about Australian
agriculture seems more emotionally

Institute (AFI) exists. In this post-truth
politics era, delivering evidencebased policy research to a receptive
audience can be a challenge, yet the
purpose of the AFI is in many ways
more important now than at any point
since the AFI’s inception.

New thinking about agriculture

charged
right now than
at any time in
Vol. 17 | No. 2 | Winter
Quarter
2020

recent history. Whether it be response
to drought, climate change action, the
future of animal agriculture or a host
of other issues, informed and rational
debate is often replaced by hostile
tribes yelling at each other with no
interest in exploring a middle ground.

Shifting sands:

So, what is that purpose and how is it
still relevant in today’s environment,
15 years after the establishment of
the Institute? What has changed in this
time, and what has stayed the same?

ag policy in a post-truth era
The provision of evidence to inform
rational debate about agricultural
policy is why the Australian Farm

6

Valuing Agriculture’s Natural Capital

Research Fellow Insights
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Fiona Dempster on farming
the environment
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The changing proteins landscape
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Few weapons against post-truth – except truth
Matt Cawood
Indigenous water policy: future collaborations
Dr Virginia Marshall
Normally hidden from public view
N. J. Enfield

Future-proofing ag policy: the case for
a National Food and Fibre Plan
Hon. Niall Blair
Glyphosate and the campaign of fear
Jim Pratley

Quicksand and quagmires:
searching for firm policy ground
Katie McRobert
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Competitive tensions
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Markets are the key to growth and
prosperity – except when they don’t work

Mick Keogh, ACCC, and Terry
Richardson, ADF, on levelling
the dairy field

Richard Heath

Hindsight

Executive Director, AFI
Articles about competition policy
often tend to open with a statement
along the lines of: Competition is
central to the operation of markets,
and fosters innovation, productivity
and growth, all of which create wealth
and reduce poverty. Even though
that statement is definitive, it will be
inevitably followed by a qualifier: but
markets do not always work well.

Markets not working well provide
an endless source of agricultural
policy discussion. Not surprisingly,
complaints of market failure, of
imbalance of power and monopolistic

6

10

Analysing competition policy
in agriculture
(or monopsonistic1) behaviour, are
enticing and full of passion. They
usually involve the classic David and
Goliath battle of the small business
failing because of competition from
larger competitors, of big companies
using their market power to dictate
prices to suppliers, and of whole
industries declining because of a
1

A monopsony is a market structure where
single buyers can substantially control
a market of multiple sellers. This type of
market structure is becoming more of a
concern in agricultural economies where
there has been significant consolidation of
processing and retailing functions in the
supply chain.
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Global perspectives on the COVID-19
recovery and agriculture
Shari Rogge-Fidler
President and CEO,
Farm Foundation
The COVID-19 pandemic
has highlighted two major
points about United States
(US) agriculture. First, our
system is incredibly resilient. In the face of
rapid and unpredictable changes throughout
2020, American farmers and indeed the entire
agriculture value chain have reacted with
characteristic determination. At the same
time, COVID-19 did not expose new issues in
US agriculture as much as it emphasised the
challenges the system was already facing.
Among the issues thrown into sharp relief during
the pandemic were supply chain disruptions,
labour shortages and the impact of government
policies.
Disruptions to the food supply chain in the US
got an incredible amount of attention as the
pandemic unfolded. While there was no way
to plan for such an unprecedented shift, which
prevented farmers from selling their products
and retailers from stocking their shelves, A.G.
Kawamura, a fruit and vegetable grower in
California and Farm Foundation board member,
says it showed what needed to be done to be
more prepared for the future. “In a world that
has to feed almost 8 billion people currently, it’s
pretty clear there’s a lot of room for innovation,”
he says. “Those producers who were willing to
utilise their infrastructure but tweak it – they
showed that we have the strength to quickly fill a
weakness in the delivery system.” As examples,
he cites the boom experienced by community
supported agriculture organisations (CSAs),
as well as the flexibility shown by producers of
highly perishable products to adapt packaging,
shipping and distribution practices to meet
different consumer needs. “Because of the
pandemic, there are a lot of areas where we can
now see ourselves moving forward toward more
resilience by having a plan B and plan C in place
to address these needs under new constraints
and pressures.”
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Dan Basse, a Farm Foundation board member
and ag economist, says supply and demand
implications go beyond produce and animal
protein. At a recent Farm Foundation Forum, he
reminded the audience that grain producers,
particularly those producing corn for ethanol,
are also feeling the pain. “The US has a massive
amount of corn stocks,” he says, “and the market
is going to be facing those large stocks for years
to come.” This is not helped by the decreased
demand for ethanol as Americans instantly
stayed home and drove fewer miles. While
those miles are climbing again, Basse says, “The
agriculture industry needs to be vocal on the
importance of ethanol and biofuels in our future.”
Similarly, labour shortages that existed long
before COVID-19 were accentuated by the
pandemic, as borders closed and growers faced
barriers in getting visas for the guest workers
they typically rely on to harvest crops. And, as
Kawamura points out, “It’s a continual challenge
to know your harvest crews are vulnerable
to outbreaks that could shut down quite a
bit of your operation.” There’s no doubt that
technology plays a role in solving this challenge,
and many companies in the US and elsewhere
are exploring robotics and other automation
technologies to supplement a traditional ag
workforce. However, technology is a substitution
for some labour, but not all. Continued work to
ensure the agriculture industry has access to
an adequate workforce will be important to its
ability to thrive following the pandemic.
Finally, the impact of government policies on
agriculture is as important today as it was
pre-pandemic. These policies, which have
received even more attention than usual during
the presidential election, will continue to
influence agriculture going forward. According
to the American Farm Bureau Federation,
in 2019, 40% of farm income came from
government aid in the form of trade assistance,
disaster assistance and other programs. Pam
Johnson, a sixth-generation Iowa farmer, says
the government can also play a role in shifting
that balance. “Farmers want to make our income

In my view

What policy, strategy and/or structural changes might be required
to accelerate the agricultural sector’s recovery out of the COVID-19
economic downturn in your region?
from the marketplace,” she says, noting that
while relief payments have kept a lot of farmers
operating, it is also important to continue
pursuing strategies to ensure healthy market
opportunities both in the US and abroad.

Yves Madre
Farm Europe

In the US, the pandemic has now spanned an
entire growing season – the clock by which
much of our ag industry keeps time. The clock
is now ticking with urgency as the industry, as
well as federal, state and local governments,
look to help agriculture move forward. Our
famously resilient US agriculture system is up to
the task, but it will take creative energy, renewed
commitment to innovation, and cooperation
across the value chain. Farm Foundation
is dedicated to fostering the dialogue and
multi-stakeholder collaboration necessary to
accelerate solutions.
Shari Rogge-Fidler is a fifth-generation farm
owner from Nebraska, who began in her career
in financial services in London. Since then, she
has worked in various parts of the food value
chain, having held executive positions in multiple
food and agriculture organisations. Today, Shari
leads Farm Foundation in its mission to build
trust and understanding at the intersections of
agriculture and society. As an objective force
in US agriculture, Farm Foundation seeks to
foster dialogue, information and training that
will accelerate people and ideas into action that
impacts the future of farming.
Additional Resources:

Focus on Farm Policy: The Food and Agriculture Platforms
of the 2020 Presidential Candidates (Farm Foundation
Forum recording): https://www.farmfoundation.org/
forums/2020-farm-foundation-forums/focus-on-farmpolicy/
Challenges & Opportunities for Agriculture in a
Post-Pandemic World (Farm Foundation Forum
recording): https://www.farmfoundation.org/forums/2020farm-foundation-forums/virtual-forum-challengesopportunities-for-agriculture-in-a-post-pandemic-world/
Managing Agricultural Trade in an Increasingly Chaotic
World (Two-part webinar series produced by Farm
Foundation and the Canadian Agri-Food Policy Institute):
https://www.farmfoundation.org/managing-agriculturaltrade-in-an-increasingly-chaotic-world/

The COVID-19 health
crisis has taken hold on
the economic sectors with
significant effects. These
effects are likely to be
long-lasting, with a recession threatening the
European Union and other world economies.

This crisis also highlights the importance of food
security. Some in the European Union may have
tended to take it for granted, or even to make
European agriculture the banker of certain bi or
multilateral trade negotiations.
Food security is the right balance between
boosting European agricultural sectors, a
strong single European market ensuring fluidity
of trade, and trade with the rest of the world
meeting the remaining needs of the European
Union and meeting the demands of world
markets.
To respond to the economic crise due to the
COVID pandemic, the EU has put in place an
extraordinary Recovery fund with a €750 billion
plan agreed in July 2020. For agriculture, the
economic recovery plan consists of €8 billion
for the European Agricultural Fund for Rural
Development (EAFRD) in 2021 and 2022.
It is crucial that these €8 billion would be used
in a targeted way, to really prepare the future
and the rebound of the European agricultural
sectors.

This implies giving priority to the funding
of double performance – economic and
environmental – transition investments, as well
as measures to increase farmers’ competence
in innovative techniques, to strengthen the
structuring of the sectors and the promotion of
European products.

The objective would therefore be to devote at
least 5 billion euros of this allocation to support
investment in precision agriculture in 2021 and
2022, in addition to the investment measures
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that will be implemented in the framework of the
reformed Common Agriculture Policy (CAP) from
2023 (and those pursued during the transition
period).
These 5 billion euros would constitute a decisive
incentive for a special plan of 10 billion euros of
investments in order to widely spread the use of
Decision Support Tools (DSTs) on all European
agricultural surfaces and to accelerate the
accessibility of digital tools to livestock farms.
Precision agriculture provides farmers and
livestock farmers with solutions adapted to their
context. Data from sensors, cameras, satellites
and meteorological stations are processed by
algorithms that use DSTs to provide advice on
the most relevant actions that can be taken.
The use of these tools ensures better input
efficiency at the farm level. The latter are
adjusted to the quantified needs of crops and
animals while ensuring optimal yields. They
are crucial tools in the transition of European
agriculture towards a dual-performance
agriculture: more economical in terms of inputs,
taking care of the environment, and more
economically efficient.
Digital agriculture also has the potential to
simplify the administrative burden, both in
respect of the implementation and control
of CAP measures, and in respect of the data
entered by farmers.

This change will lead to substantial savings in
inputs, which will ensure greater sustainability
and profitability of European production, an
operational response:

•
•

to citizens’ expectations regarding the
environment and food quality

and to the imperatives of cost
competitiveness, but also of promoting
quality approaches.

These investments will have to be reasoned
in different ways in order to be adapted to the
diversity of farms. While farms above a certain
size can make the investments alone, it will be
appropriate to encourage collective investments
in other cases, particularly in regions where
farms may be smaller.
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While studies highlight the benefits of such
tools, the transition from the “research” phase
to the agricultural sphere is still slow. To date,
digital agriculture remains poorly democratised.
In addition, there are other main obstacles: the
cost of these technologies, the fear that such
long-term investments could quickly become
obsolete.
However, in view of their economic, social and
environmental benefits, it would be urgent
to extend within the European Union the use
of precision farming tools in crop production
and the use of sensors and robots in animal
husbandry.

The European Union must be an actor in the
democratisation of these tools, making them
accessible to all farmers and livestock breeders
whatever the type and size of their farms, their
farming practices and their backgrounds.
Yves Madre is an agronomist and economist. He
was senior advisor to European Commissioner
for agriculture and rural development during the
last CAP reform. Before that Yves worked in the
French Ministry of Agriculture and Food in Paris,
and advised food companies and governments
in London, Brussels Hungary, Poland and
Slovenia. He has an in-depth knowledge of
international negotiations, agriculture and food
policies.
Farm Europe is a multicultural think tank that
aims to stimulate thinking on rural economies.
In a European Union with 27 Member States,
we are convinced that networking and the
confrontation of ideas can generate and offer
decision-makers ambitious, innovative, forward
looking political alternatives. With our Partners
and Members we share the belief that we all
have a responsibility in being active players in
the European project, designing and promoting
forward looking ideas.

Not an MLA member?
Meat & Livestock Australia invests levies and other funding in research and marketing activities
that contribute to producer profitability, sustainability and global competitiveness.

MLA members receive:
Feedback magazine delivered to your mailbox,
five times a year
weekly e-newsletters with latest market and
industry news
the opportunity to vote at MLA’s Annual
General Meeting
invitations to events throughout Australia
access to a range of programs targeted
at red meat producers.

Join nearly 50,000 livestock producers and sign up at
mla.com.au/membership or call 1800 023 100

People and Leadership

Emerging Industries

agrifutures.com.au

National Challenges and Opportunities

To learn about our levied industries,
programs, latest research and subscribe to
the AgriFutures Australia newsletter, visit:

Growing Profitability

Research
and innovation
for rural
prosperity.

A PATHWAY FOR
PEOPLE IN DAIRY
A new pathway for People in Dairy is helping
to strengthen the Australian dairy workforce.
Encouraging
job-seekers to
explore a dairy
farm career
Upskilling
new entrants
Equipping
employers for
onboarding
and coaching
Helping to
create safe
and supportive
workplaces

Job-seekers

Explore and prepare
for a dairy
farm career

Employers

Onboard and
develop staff safely
and effectively

New entrants

Develop skills and
knowledge for
on-farm roles

Visit thepeopleindairy.org.au and start today.

Regionalisation

The paradigm shift from urban crowding
to regional flexibility
Liz Ritchie
Chief Executive Officer, Regional Australia Institute
The Regional Australia Institute (RAI), Australia’s
only think tank dedicated to regional issues,
has developed some initiatives which sit at
the centre of what is fast becoming a regional
renaissance.

While COVID-19 has drawn focus to life outside
our major urban centres, regionalisation has
been a core strategic focus for the RAI over the
last two years. Now with confirmation of funding
through the Federal Budget, the opportunity to
bring regionalisation strategy to life has arrived.

Together with their partners, the RAI are building
a National Awareness Campaign that will
encourage more people to live, work and invest
in regional Australia. This is the first of its kind
at a national level, so our aspiration can now
become a reality at a unique time in history for
our regions and our nation as whole.

Creating a new National Awareness Campaign
is not a new idea, indeed it was a key
recommendation from the 2019 report Regional
Population Growth – Are we ready?1 This report
recognised the need for an intervention in
our existing population trajectory, and in turn,
an opportunity to create a more balanced
population settlement for the good of our nation.
Equally, the report also found that Australia’s
greatest productivity gains can be found in the
regional centres.
As a nation, we are already extremely mobile,
with a propensity to change our address at twice
the rate of people in most OECD countries. If
location is no longer a barrier to employment,
there could be an even greater swing to regions
over the next decade, and the RAI believes this
should be encouraged.
The Big Movers2 report, launched in June,
confirmed that people are already voting
with their feet. The experience of dealing
1
2

www.regionalaustralia.org.au/home/regionalpopulation-growth-are-we-ready

www.regionalaustralia.org.au/home/the-big-moversunderstanding-population-mobility-in-regionalaustralia
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with COVID-19 has removed one of the most
significant barriers to a substantial population
shift in this country. COVID has triggered a new
mindset that will transform our workplaces and
our lives forever.

Earlier this year the RAI launched the Regional
Australia Council 20313 (RAC2031) which is
made of some of Australia’s most influential
organisations such as Telstra, Bendigo and
Adelaide Bank, KPMG, Australia Post, CBA,
Nutrien Ag Solutions, Prime Super, NBN Co,
Expedia Group, NAB, Aurizon, APPEA and
Transgrid.

These organisations are working with the RAI
to drive regionalisation and to change the
corporate cultures of the past. Through this
forum we are focusing on jobs, population,
liveability and leadership to influence the change
we need to see.

In October, another vital building block of our
strategy was launched with the Deputy Prime
Minister, The Hon. Michael McCormack, called
the Regional Activators Alliance4 (RAA). The RAA
is made up of 37 representative organisations
around the country, including local councils,
Regional Development Australia regions,
economic development groups and industry
representatives. RAA members will actively
co-create and shape the Campaign. Their local
knowledge and regional leadership will be well
placed in providing valuable insights, as well as
connecting the “brand regional” to their own
localised initiatives.
Regions will undoubtedly play a key role in
navigating out of this recession as job vacancy
growth rates are still better in most regions than
in capital cities.
In September 2020, there were over 50,000 job
vacancies advertised across regional Australia,
3
4

www.regionalaustralia.org.au/home/regional-australiacouncil-2031
www.regionalaustralia.org.au/home/regionalactivators-alliance

Regionalisation
a new record for the regions. This was an
11% increase from the 45,600 job vacancies
advertised in August 2020 and 5% increase
above the same month in 2019. There has been
steady growth in regional vacancies since the
low in April 2020.

So with regions calling out for workers,
the work-from-home revolution, and RAI’s
evidence-based population growth research, it’s
time to think regional. The National Awareness
Campaign is creating a movement to appeal to
the everyday Australians living in our major cities
to consider making a move to the regions.
COVID-19 has accelerated both opportunities
and challenges for our nation but the RAI is
proud to lead a movement that will create a
societal shift. With the right policy settings in
government and corporate Australia, many
parts of the country are poised to benefit from
regionalisation. Let’s reimagine a new future for
our great country, let’s think regional!
For more information on the RAI and their work
visit www.regionalaustraliainstitute.org.au
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Discoveries

What does a gas-led recovery strategy
mean for farmers?
The Federal Government has announced
that part of Australia’s strategy to deal with
the economic impacts of COVID-19 will be a
‘gas-led recovery’. This strategy asserts that
increasing gas production (by opening new
basins and building more gas-burning power
stations) and creating a transparent market
will make Australian energy cheaper and more
readily available. It is hoped this will aid in
economic recovery at both the primary (e.g. use
in manufacturing and industry) and secondary
levels by driving gas prices down for consumers.

Recent AFI research on land use conflict has
found that, beyond the direct competition for
land and water assets, many farmers experience
additional negative impacts from coal seam
gas (CSG) activities including aquifer depletion,
water contamination and severe personal stress.
Clear links have been established between CSG
extraction activities and negative pressure on
farmers’ mental health (Morgan et al., 2016).
The National Farmers’ Federation (NFF) has
pushed back on the gas-led strategy, noting
that farmers need to be in control of their land
to manage it properly, and highlighting the
critical importance of groundwater security. In
reviewing the Narrabri Gas Project for approval,
the Independent Planning Commission (IPC) of
NSW noted concerns regarding confidence in
the applicant’s groundwater impact modelling
and estimation of greenhouse gas (GHG)
emission levels. Public comments on the
proposal included concerns about:

•
•

groundwater supply impacts

•
•

reduction of agricultural investment

•

insurance and liability concerns for farmers
hosting CSG wells
leakage of labour from agriculture to the
mining project
the degree to which the project has
fractured social cohesion.

However, gas mining and agriculture co-exist
in many parts of the country and farming
communities are often divided on the benefits
of gas production. Research on the economic
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impacts of early unconventional gas mining in
NSW found that regions with CSG activity had
7% higher family income than regions without
(Marcos-Martinez et al., 2019), and many
landowners report minimal disruption from gas
exploration.

At a time when the Australian farming sector
has committed to an aspirational economy-wide
target of net carbon zero by 2050, concerns
have also been expressed that accelerating
gas production might undermine these goals.
While the gas-led strategy is intended to
deliver a net climate benefit by replacing more
emissions-intensive energy sources such as
coal, a group of leading scientists sent an open
letter to Australia’s Chief Scientist in August
warning that prioritising gas production “is not
consistent with a safe climate … [and] there is
no role for an expansion of the gas industry”
(Hepburn, 2020). Analysis on post-COVID-19
economic stimulus options by McKinsey, (2020)
also holds that a low-carbon recovery would
stimulate more economic growth and create
more jobs than a high-carbon recovery.

In response to these concerns, the AFI has
produced a briefing paper1 asking what impact
a gas-led recovery might have on the protection
of productive agricultural land, the social capital
of farming communities, and our long-term food
and water security. The paper also provides
maps of petroleum exploration licence (PEL)
areas in Australia overlaid on the Great Artesian
Basin and on the country’s primary agricultural
activities, highlighting regions where these
intersect (Figure 1).
Australia-wide, grazing is subject to the greater
proportion of PEL area (with 33% of grazing
land subject to PELs), with irrigated regions and
dryland cropping roughly equal at almost 13%.
A grazier interviewed for the paper highlighted
the disparity between the values of the
enterprises, contrasting the short-term
1

The briefing paper, which was supported by Farmers
for Climate Action and the Australian Conservation
Foundation, is available at farminstitute.org.au/
publication/briefing-paper-foot-off-the-gas/
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extractive outlook of gas production with that of
her farming enterprise which relies entirely on
natural capital to succeed, aiming for long-term
profitability through environmental sustainability.
The briefing paper concludes that while
agricultural enterprises and gas mining can
exist together, this co-existence comes at
a compromise – particularly for agriculture.
Despite efforts to mitigate these impacts via
landholder compensation, offset arrangements
and community support programs, gas
production has the potential to significantly
impede the agriculture sector. For some farmers,
gas development offers a beneficial business
mix. However, if the values and aims of the
agricultural and extraction enterprise are not
aligned and the risks outweigh the benefits,
farmers should have the right to say no.
While the direct costs are often considered and
accounted for when negotiating agreements
and approvals for shared land use, indirect
effects, externalities and hidden costs can
exacerbate the impacts of the mining enterprise
on farming businesses, land and social
networks. Agricultural advocacy bodies in
impacted regions should increase investment
in resources to help farmers understand their
rights in negotiating with gas mining companies
and ensure they are protected by strong and
binding agreements.

Unfortunately, the same is true of this issue as
of many facing the agriculture sector today; i.e.
there is often insufficient information to make
fully informed decisions to protect agricultural
enterprise. As such, the authors recommend a
precautionary approach should be taken to the
proposed strategy. The precautionary principle
is not merely an admonishment to be wary when
considering potentially damaging activities, but
also includes taking preventive action in the face
of uncertainty; shifting the burden of proof to the
proponents of the activity; exploring alternatives
to the proposed actions; and increasing public
participation in decision-making (Kriebel et al.,
2001; Peterson, 2006).
Increasing gas production in Australia creates
obstacles to the agriculture sector’s economic
viability, social cohesion, environmental
stewardship and ability to meet sustainability
goals. The paper recommends that the
Australian agricultural sector should advocate

Figure 1: T
 he intersection of PELs with agricultural
areas and the Artesian Basin.
to limit those activities which could cause
unknown damage and seek further research on
the impacts of gas exploration to ensure future
strategies are based on robust evidence.
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With 180 years of history, standing shoulder to shoulder
with Australia’s farmers, there is now one name that
agriculture turns to for the very best in advice, products,
support and innovation.

Local expertise,
global innovation

Investing in the future
of agriculture

With an unrivalled network of retail outlets
across rural and regional Australia, backed
by our global footprint, we provide farm
inputs and professional services to the
agricultural industry.

We believe Australian agriculture has a
bright future.

We work with farmers to solve the myriad
of challenges that come with growing
food and fibre.

Our goal is to lead the next wave of
sustainability and innovation in agriculture
by developing products, services and advice
for our customers that increase yields,
improve profitability and promote good
environmental stewardship.
Our mission is to see our customers succeed.
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AFI staff picks

The watch list
In each edition of the Insights newsletter, AFI staff recommend some of the gems that have caught
their eye, sparked the imagination or challenged their thinking. Feel free share your interesting finds
with us via info@farminstitute.org.au and we’ll update the watch list on our website.

Richard’s picks:

Teresa’s picks:

In 2018, I was fortunate to attend events
in both the US and Europe that focused on
opportunities for digital agriculture. Significant
differences in approach were evident as to
how the potential benefits of digital agriculture
would be realised. In Europe, the potential of
technology to demonstrate the public good
outcomes of agriculture was a major focus and
EU agricultural policy measures to incorporate
digital agriculture validation into farm payment
systems were being canvassed. In the US,
the approach was almost completely driven
by commercial opportunity and technology
development in many cases hinged on the
likelihood of venture funding. The following two
recent articles neatly encapsulate the difference
between the two environments.

Women and Leadership: Real Lives,
Real Lessons

An accelerated transition towards
a double-performance European
agriculture

Growing Agri
People Podcast:
Claire Booth

Digital agriculture adoption

This post from think tank Farm Europe proposes
significant spending towards democratisation
of digital agriculture technology so that the
twin purpose of improved environmental and
economic performance of the agriculture sector
may be demonstrated.
farm-europe.eu/news/mobilizing-the-europeanagricultural-recovery-fund-for-an-acceleratedtransition-towards-a-double-performanceeuropean-agriculture/

Look back in anger or disruption that
incumbents can love – AgTech in the 2010s
In this article, Shubhang Shankar from Syngenta
Ventures provides a fantastic summary of
why successful commercialisation of digital
agriculture has been slower than anticipated
over the last 10 years and how that might be
improved.
linkedin.com/pulse/look-back-anger-disruptionincumbents-can-love-agtech-shankar/
Richard Heath – Executive Director
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Inspiring female leaders in ag
Written by Julia Gillard and Ngozi Okonjo-lweala,
this book combines findings from literature and
interviews with female world leaders to analyse
the influence of gender on women’s access to
leadership positions. The authors also analyse
women leaders’ trajectory and how they are
perceived while in their roles. While reading this
book, I often wondered how the insights apply
to Australian agriculture. What barriers need to
be broken down to achieve a doubling of women
in agricultural management roles by 2030, as
per the NFF Roadmap? What is currently holding
women back, is gender-bias the main barrier
or are other issues contributing more such as
geographical isolation?

Claire wears many
hats and juggles
many roles,
including first
generation farmer,
lawyer, mother,
and Nuffield
scholar as well
AFI Research Fellow. Growing Agri People is a
podcast hosted by Sally Murfet from InspireAg
and aims to connect listeners with people and
ideas to grow human capital. In this episode
Claire discusses her road to farm ownership
as well as her Nuffield scholarship and the
importance of financial literacy in farming.
Claire’s story is inspirational and a great listen.
player.whooshkaa.com/shows/growing-agri-people

Teresa Fox – Research and Communications Officer

AFI staff picks
Katie’s pick:

New ideas, old topic
Debt: The First
5000 Years
As someone with firm views
on debt (both financial
and social) as an onerous
obligation, I found this 2011
book by anthropologist
David Graeber something
of a revelation. It’s also a
surprisingly engaging read
given the weightiness of
the topic. Debt takes a long, hard look at the
romanticisation of barter, the elaborate systems
of credit which evolved out of the early agrarian
empires and dives down the rabbit hole of
the development of money as a system of
exchange. Graeber postulates that our framing
of debt as a moral responsibility shapes our
base ideas of right and wrong, and positions
debt as the glue holding together society via
mutual obligations – which may or may not
be called in. Like Jesus storming through the
market overturning tables, Graeber’s ideas
tipped many of my perceptions on their heads.
While I didn’t agree with all his assertions, I
enjoyed being challenged and felt I was having
an internal debate with a knowledgeable friend
while reading this fascinating book. Sadly the
author died this September, and I think the world
of ideas will be poorer for his loss.
Katie McRobert – General Manager

Kylie’s pick:

Can we eat meat and save
the planet?
How Australia’s meat industry could be
part of the climate solution
This Guardian article by Maxy Opray focuses
on regenerative and biodynamic cattle farmer
Charlie Arnott. During the Millennium Drought,
Arnott looked at the loss of topsoil at his
property in Boorowa, NSW and resolved to
improve things. He now keeps his livestock
together in larger groups and rotates them
through pastures, allowing manure to fertilise
the soil and hooves to churn up the ground
before the pasture is left for an extended
period to regenerate. He also stopped using

chemicals on his land and animals, and planted
trees across his property. Arnott believes his
approach helped preserve grass cover through
the latest drought and retained water from
the eventual rains. He is adamant about the
environmental and cost advantages of grass-fed
cattle over feedlots. This article also discusses
the livestock industry’s social licence in a
carbon-constrained economy and references
work by the AFI for the NFF on developing a
market-based scheme to reward farmers for
sustainable land management practices.
theguardian.com/australia-news/2020/sep/17/
how-australias-meat-industry-could-be-part-ofthe-climate-solution
Kylie Smith – Events and Membership Officer

Sally’s pick:

Pathways for communication
Communicating Science:
A Global Perspective
This book looks at global trends
in science communication in
the modern era, covering the
story of researchers and field
practitioners from 39 countries.
Chapter 6 (Australia: The five
stages of development of
science communication), by Toss
Gascoigne and Jenni Metcalfe,
focuses on Australian science
communication: from the oral traditions of
Indigenous knowledge; through European
settlement; establishment of the Radio Science
Unit at the ABC; Questacon; CSIRO; university
courses in science communication; and the
creation of Cooperative Research Centres.
“Australians are proud of their scientists: in
1966 when the country moved to decimal
currency, half the new bank notes featured
portraits of scientists. But in political terms,
science is a low priority, shuffled around from
department to department and low on the
ministerial totem pole. Supporting science is
not seen a vote-winning policy.”

An interesting read on what has motivated
governments, institutions and people to frame
the place of science in society.
press.anu.edu.au/publications/
communicating-science

Sally Beech – Designer and Editor
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